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ANGST or WOMEN AS
PORTRAYED IN SHASHl

DESHPANDE’S THAT LONG SlLENCE

Dr. Kivne S. T.

___:I°l°hl°l°H°l°l°l°k——_—
Indian women writers ofthe twenty first

centuries always try to raise the issues related

to women with a fresh perspective. These

women writers have presented life through lit-

erature with great vividness. Among feminist

writers, Shashi Deshpande gets a prominent

place in later of the twentieth century. The re-

search paper has explored social in the novel of

Shashi Deshpande. As woman is considered as

an object ora puppetin the hands of male domi-

nated society. Shashi Deshpande is one of the

prominent contemporary women writers in in-

dia writing in English. She has created ripples

in the society of male domination by taking

women as women seriously in her novels. Shashi

Deshpande, the daughter of an eminent
Kannada dramatist and Sanskrit scholar Adya

Rangachar Sriranga, is an extensively known

novelist who has ten novels and five volumes

of short stories to her credit. Shashi Deshpande

has won various awards such as ” Thirumathi

Rangammal Prize” and prestigious ” Sahitya

Peer Reviewed International Journal Spcclril Issue
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AkademlAward” In 1990 for hernoveEShe also
won the ” Padma Shri” award'in 2009 for her

valuable contribution as a writer. She has writ-

ten The Legacy and other stories in 1978. She

has represented angst of women in her novels

call That Long Silence.

In the present novel is presenting a back

and forth narration which Shashi Deshpande

dipicts in her novel ” That Long Silence" to por-

trays the women characters and their problems

faced in the society with the narration of Jaya

makes all the women characters come together

and presenting different problems a women

faces. She has examined a variety of common

domestic crisis. Deshpande concern and sym-

pathy are primarily forthe women. While reach-

ing the women's struggle a secure self respect

and self identity.
Shashi Deshpande has exposed the re-

ality of male dominated society through her char-

acters in her novels. women have been humili-

ated and exploited in the patriarchal society and

treated as an object of please to patriarchy. The

same has been exhibited in her novel through

various women character.Jaya, Manju and lndu

etc. are the characters which have been reflect-

ing the social reality as women are treated as

secondary object in her novel. Male has domi-

nation in the patriarchy. Even male baby is given

preference for the inborn baby. Everyone is ex—

pecting male baby should be born and woman

herself is also wish for male baby like the worth

enemy.
The objective of this paper is to study

feminist perspective in novel of Shashi
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Deshpande Secondly Shashi Deshpande' 5
women really assert themselves or somewhere
to endurance. Shashi Deshpande woman char-
acters are really empowered women or if they
are just wearing a mask oftranquility. Novelist
accept that three things were responsible for
her growth as English writers. She express: There
are three things in my early life that have shaped
me as a writer. These are: that my father was a
writer, that I was educated exclusively in En-

glish and that I was born a female. This state-
ment undoubtedly represent the voice of a femi-
nist spirit in her. In her novels she exhibits vari-

ous issues related to women and her position
in human society. Shashi Deshpande is the con-
fident voice, who explores individual and uni-

versal female psyche. She has gained reputa-
tion as a serious writer with tremendous poten-
tial. Most of her protagonist are women who

are educated and exposed to Western ideas.

Main theme of the That Long Silence is Man-

woman relationship martial discord, genderdis-
crimination, delineation ofself search for iden-

tity, male hegemony and female subordination

power and sexual politics etc. the prevent
themes in the fiction of contemporary writers.

That long silence ofsuggest the failure to com-

municate and asset. Shashi Deshpande ” That

Long Silence we can see the belated rebellion

oflaya after seventeen years ofher married life

During her solitude Jaya.
A woman can never be angry, She can

only be neurotic, hysterical, frustrated.”Shashi

Deshpande has dipicted the patriarchy in her

novels through various character such as Vanita

lsSN: 2394 5303| £3.75.“ d'Nang 01nd” August 2021 ’~____01967891M) Peer- Raviewedlnternatlonal Journal Special Issue
Maml, Jeeja, Nayana and Tara shown the an-

guish of women. Women are not showing their

oppose as their colleague has been tortured in

thelrfamily. They have been playing role of spec-

tator. It has been noted that women are respon-

sible for the angst of women. Women are not

revolting in the patriarchy.
Shashi Deshpande highlights the sec-

ondary position occupied by women and their

degradation, which is invitable in a patriarchal

society. The underlying theme of her novels is

human relationship and assets herself not only

as a woman wife or mother but as individual.

She portrays the character Jaya as a victim of

tradition and modernity being rooted in age. Old

tradition becomes an obstacle which at large,

after interaspection and self realization which

was thrown away to assettheir is individual and

freedom.
Shashi Deshpande illustrates that Indian

women suffensubmit and adjust themselves to

the circumstances. The women novelist like

Anita Desai, Nayantara Sa hgal in their novel por-
trayed this aspect ofwomen life without having

the first hand experience of it. But Shashi

Deshpande has projected this aspect of lndian

women with more sensitivity and instinctive

understanding as she belongs to this category.
Unlike other women writers, She is born and

brought up on this soil, gained her education in

india itself and wrote about india. She knows

what Indian women feels. She believes that a
writer gives a society a mirror image of its self.

So she has aptly presented in her novels.
Vanamala Vishwanatha points out that the au-
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Jaya is the central 1

Long Silence' the Sahitya
Altcahdaerric'ter

Of That
1 Award wln-

ning novel of Shashi Deshpande. At every steps
of route she has been forced to remember that
she IS a woman and her male dominated family
instruct her responsibilities of a woman towards
her husband. Unlike, Manju and Indu of earlier
"0V3|5113Y3 Completely devoted herself to her
family roles as a wife and mother. Although She
is living happy married life with her well earn-
ing husband Mohan and children Rati and Rahul,
She finds her life monotonous and uncreative.
She stands out in projecting a realistic picture
of the middle class educated woman who, al—

though financially independent, is still facing the
problems of adjustment between idealisms and

pragmatism. She is almost incomparable for her

portrayal of Indian middle class women with

their angst, convulsions, frustrations, endurance
and ' That Long Silence’ which has been their

lot for many centuries. Occasionally, Shashi

Deshpande sidetracks into a bit of philosophiz-

ing on human life, grief, happiness, pain, man’s

aloneness and so on, and these digression make

the novel a bit too wordy.

Shashi Deshpande has been depicted a

true picture of the society and not a prejudiced

one. Although she often rejects being a femi-

nist in her writings, yet she accepts that in per-
sonal life, she is one: I now have no doubts at

all in saying that I am a feminist. In my life, i

mean. But not consciously as a novelist. I must

also say that my feminism has come to me very
slowly, very gradually and mainly out of my own

thinking and experience and feelings. I started
writing first and only then discovered my femi-
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nism. She admirably realistic delineation of the
current Indian women's situation and the real-
lSt'C Way out she puts forward concurrence her
novels, an everlasting importance for their as-
sentlng fluent marriage for women and the
whole humankind specially. Shashi Deshpande
novel, That Long Silence three types of suffer-
ing women characters reoccur with subtle
changes. The first type belong to the protago-
nist mother of the mother figure , the traditional

woman, who believes that her place is with her

husband and family.

It has been observed that Deshpande
makes a spring use of irony, satire and humour

which are the ingredients of any great work of

art. However, She uses myths as an important

literary device to enhance the artistic effect of

her novels. She relies on the myths borrowed

from the stories of Mahabharata, Ramayana and

puranas.
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